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LIKE AN ARROW 
[with a nod and a tip of the hat to Kahlil Gibran] 

 (Alan Humm) 
 
{ =140 } 

  My father was a man of vision 
    dimly seeing all the turns my life might take 
  He sometimes tried to warn me of the dangers 
  seeking to protect me from repeating his mistakes 
 

  As I grew I went my own direction 
  But all my choices seemed to lead me back to him 
  Deep inside I guess I’d been created in his image 
  I don’t know if he ever knew the difference he had 

made  
 

    { refrain 1: } 
    I was an arrow shot into the future 
    He could not bring it back and he could only crudely 

aim 
    This projectile, directed by his nurture 
    held the promise of tomorrow  
      -- struggling to escape  
 

  My mother watched with quiet consternation 
  Patiently correcting, to guide me through the storm 
  And she still wonders if she made the proper choices 
  On when to hold me back and when to let me go 
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  Now, as I watch my children struggle 
    to discover who they are 
  How I long to control them in their choices 
    and protect them from all harm 
  but I now know only God directs the arrow 
    once it’s left the archer’s hand 
 

    { refrain 2: } 
    Like an arrow shot into the future 
    We cannot bring it back and we can only crudely aim 
    This projectile, directed by our nurture 
    holds the promise of tomorrow 
       -- the hope of the new day 
 

    { refrain 3:  {2x to fade} } 
    Like an arrow shot into the future 
    We cannot bring it back and we can only crudely aim 
    This projectile, directed by our nurture 
    holds the mystery of tomorrow  
      -- shining as we fade 


